Online Access to BNA Products

The Law Library currently provides access to a large number of BNA products through two databases; BNA Premier and Bloomberg Law. While there is a lot of overlap in content coverage (e.g. both databases provide access to many of the popular subject-specific law reports), there are also subtle differences in coverage (e.g. only the BNA Premier version of *U.S. Law Week* contains the *Supreme Court Today* component of the publication). Some content is also entirely unique to each database; *Corporate Law Daily* is only available on BNA Premier, while Bloomberg Law carries a number of BNA texts and treatises that are exclusive to that platform. Lastly, please note that while both databases also allow users to set up e-mail alerts, the Bloomberg Law notification system is generally considered much easier to navigate.

LibGuide On Faculty Scholarship

The Law Library currently maintains a “LibGuide” (or Library Guide) on the topic of Faculty Scholarship. The guide is available at [libguides.law.cua.edu/scholarship](http://libguides.law.cua.edu/scholarship). Included in this guide is information on preemption checking, useful internet sites, recommended texts on academic writing, submission services (including ExpressO and Scho-lastica), tools to assist with the production of scholarship, information on our institutional repository ([Scholarship @ CUA Law](http://Scholarship @ CUA Law)), publishing on SSRN, copyright, and links to useful articles on legal scholarship.

If you have suggestions for ways it can be improved, or if there are other topics for which you would like the Library to prepare a LibGuide please contact [Steve Young](mailto:Steve.Young).